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ABSTRACT
This study discusses the geometrical structure of Islamic illustrations. Many theories suggest that Islamic illustration uses particular structures, including those based on spirals and proportion; however, these theories generally only relate the structure of such illustrations to sacred Islamic symbolism without reviewing the craft of illustration or the skills of the illustrators. Many researchers studying Islamic manuscripts, including Deroche, who studied Islamic codicology, have instead highlighted the range of tools used in Islamic civilisation, pointing out that many geometrical tools, some of which are no longer extant, were used by book craftsmen, including multiple kinds of rulers (Mastara). Diverse studies have thus used geometrical analyses to study Islamic manuscripts; Polosin studied the geometry of an illuminated folio in a Quranic manuscript and found that Islamic craftsmen at that time were aware of geometry and page structure, while George studied early Quranic manuscripts and identified a structural system used in the design of Arabic calligraphy and page structure. These researchers also concluded that certain geometrical tools used by craftsmen in Islamic civilisation are unidentified today. This study thus explores the geometrical structure of Kalila and Demna illustration in Islamic manuscripts, these being examples of the key illustration types of two different time periods, the 14th century and the 16th century. This paper examines eight folios from each manuscript, analysing them geometrically both to ascertain any geometrical relationship between the manuscripts and to determine whether geometrical proportion was being used at the time of production. Moreover, the paper investigates any potential cues that may suggest the illustrators were using geometrical tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The term Islamic manuscript is used to describe any ancient handmade book made between the 7th and 19th centuries in Islamic regions, an area stretching from China in the east to Morocco in the west. The extended period of time that this covers and the multitude of different regions and surrounding cultures means that there are multiple influences on Islamic manuscripts that must be considered in any study of these works.

The Islamic manuscripts produced in the various Islamic civilisations were multiple and differed widely in style; the tools, techniques, and materials used also varied considerably. Islamic manuscripts include many types of Islamic art, including Arabic calligraphy, ornamentation, and illustrations, yet many of these types of manuscript required the use of structural tools and techniques to ensure that the text was applied perfectly and that they fitted together in the same page or folio.

Islamic codicology is a scientific branch that studies the tools and materials used in Islamic manuscripts; it was first introduced by Déroche et al. [1], who analysed the features of Islamic manuscripts by considering page layout structure and materials used, highlighting the knowledge gap concerning the structure and geometrical tools used in Islamic manuscripts. These missing tools, such as al Mastara, have previously been described in Islamic heritage philosophy such as the Al-Buzjany writings [2].

Geometry plays an essential role in Islamic civilisation as well as in Islamic art and it was clearly used in the development of Islamic patterns [3], Arabic calligraphy [4], and Islamic
architecture [5], as well as in illustrations. Proportional geometry is the main structure used in Islamic civilisations, yet there is limited current knowledge about the application process used for these geometrical proportions. This work extends the question about the geometrical tools that were used in Islamic art, investigating the processes by and the ways in which geometry was used in Islamic art applications. There has to date been a lack of research studying and analysing the use of geometrical tools and techniques used in illustrations in Islamic manuscripts; this paper thus contributes to the body of knowledge about book crafts in Islamic civilisations.

Studying two manuscripts on the same topic made in two different time periods is the method selected to facilitate the development of a more in-depth perspective on the use of geometrical tools by exploring the proportion and use of rectangles within both manuscripts. This study thus determines whether particular proportions are used for the illustrations within a manuscript and whether this structure is applied repeatedly to different manuscripts from different periods and locations to explore proportional geometrical tools used in diverse illustrations and to explain the use of proportional geometry.

2 ILLUSTRATIONS IN ISLAMIC MANUSCRIPTS

Based on the breadth of Islamic civilisation, Islamic manuscripts are described as being of different styles; these include the Persian manuscript style, which refers to any manuscript produced in areas such as modern Iran, Afghanistan, parts of Iraq, and parts of Kazakhstan, and other types of local Islamic manuscript such as Turkish and Moroccan. However, Islamic manuscripts are not solely classifiable based on their geographical location; they may also be grouped based on the use of similar elements such as Arabic calligraphy or ornamentation, as used in particular in the decoration of Quranic manuscripts. Islamic manuscripts are also classifiable by the way that the manuscripts were made, including the papermaking techniques and the parchments used; they also frequently involve the use of precious materials such as gold, which is used to decorate illuminated Islamic manuscripts [6].

The examination of Islamic manuscripts can be divided into two sections. The first considers the structural manuscript, including elements such as page layout, page margins, the clear space between lines, and the use of geometrical shapes like squares and rectangles, while the second is concerned with non-structural manuscripts. This latter term refers to any manuscript that does not use structural tools, in which writing lines may be slanted, regular margins not observed, and in which there may be a marked absence of structured geometrical shapes.

The main source of illustrations is Islamic manuscripts, yet illustrations have always been studied individually, considered to be separate from Islamic manuscript studies and particularly distinct from Islamic codicology. The majority of illustrations have been identified as translation images of the script, and most illustrations use a 2D approach from a birds-eye perspective [7]. Many of the illustrations are also copied from previous works; for example, illustrations of Shahnam in Islamic manuscripts are all very similar, with 16th century illustrations being copied directly from those in 15th century manuscripts. Given the long period that elapsed between the creation of several of these manuscripts, it is remarkable that the illustrators use the same colours and characters and even the same structure for the scene; however, different illustrators also clearly add the cultural and artistic influences of their own particular backgrounds.

Most illustrations can therefore be seen and recognised by the type of structure used in the manuscripts, often including buildings and architecture drawn with certain types of ornamentation, including geometrical shapes and the use of Arabic calligraphy decoration. However, it has also been argued that the illustrations themselves are structured based on the
geometrical proportions of rectangles; this approach can be used to analyse illustrations and describe the structure of a scene by relating it to geometrical symbolism [8].

Although there are plentiful studies on illustrations, their scope has been largely limited to religious influence and pre-Islamic or surrounding cultural influences; this focus has affected the understanding of illustrations in Islamic civilisations, as well as limiting investigation into the history of Islamic illustrators and the painting techniques and tools used by craftsmen throughout these periods.

In addition to applying theory based on the analysis of rectangle proportions, illustrations have also been analysed based on the geometrical structure of spirals, which is also linked to Islamic beliefs [9]. Previous research has discussed the possibility of geometry being used in illustrations for religious and symbolic reasons, noting that geometry effects can be clearly discerned in Islamic manuscripts and in illustrations. Studying the use of geometry in Islamic manuscripts may also explain more about the tools and techniques used in Islamic manuscripts, while Islamic codicology can be used to provide insight into illustrations and produce new evidence regarding book craft.

3 PROPORTIONAL GEOMETRY IN KALILA AND DEMNA

Rectangle proportions were commonly used in Islamic art and architecture and this study therefore discusses the possible use of these geometrical proportional rectangles in illustration. In addition to considering the possible use of particular proportions in illustrations within the same manuscript, this paper also investigates whether these proportions are used in illustrations of the same topic in different manuscripts from diverse periods and locations. If it can be proved that proportional rectangles were used systematically throughout various eras, this would suggest that a common geometrical tool was used to structure the proportional rectangles used in Islamic book craft through the ages.

3.1 The proportional rectangle

Proportional geometry has an essential application in Islamic art in structuring Islamic patterns, which facilitates analysis of the structure of Islamic art. Five types of proportions are applied in Islamic art, whether for Islamic patterns or architecture: root 2, root 3, root 4, root 5 (Fig. 1) and the Golden Section (Fig. 2).

![Proportional root rectangle](image1)

![Golden Section rectangle](image2)

Figure 1: Proportional root rectangle [10]. Figure 2: Golden Section rectangle.
3.2 Case study: Kalila and Demna

Kalila and Demna [11] are a group of short stories written in Sanskrit and translated via the Pahlavi language to Arabic by Ibn al-Mukaffain in the 9th century. Manuscripts of these tales are considered excellent case studies for illustrations in Islamic manuscripts as they were produced in large numbers throughout Islamic history. Moreover, Kalila and Demna illustrations in Islamic manuscripts largely use similar scene structures with the application of different lines or shapes to the scene. Studying these illustrations therefore enables further investigation of the use of geometry and the techniques and geometrical tools in use in a given period.

To better explore the use of geometry in illustrations, the following criteria were used to select the manuscripts for this case study:

(a) Two manuscripts that were produced in different periods and locations.
(b) Both manuscripts cover the same topic.
(c) Physical information about the manuscripts such as the size of the pages is available.
(d) The illustrations are clear and available in an easily accessible high-resolution format.
(e) The selected illustrations feature a structured rectangle.
(f) Each manuscript illustrates many of the same topic scenes.

Based on these criteria, this study selected two Kalila and Demna manuscripts from different periods, Arabe 3465 [12], from the 14th century, and Arabe 3470 [13], from the 16th century; both of these are available from the Bibliotheque National de France (BNF). Eight folios were chosen from each manuscript that had illustrations describing the same scene in both manuscripts that used a structured rectangle format. Table 1 shows the manuscript number, scene number, and folio number for each comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene number</th>
<th>Folio number in MS Arabe 3465</th>
<th>Folio number in MS Arabe 3470</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Folio 116 v</td>
<td>Folio 94 r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Folio 121 r</td>
<td>Folio 98 v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Folio 34 r</td>
<td>Folio 22 r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Folio 17 v</td>
<td>Folio 10 r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Folio 80 v</td>
<td>Folio 53 v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Folio 90 v</td>
<td>Folio 69 v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Folio 130 v</td>
<td>Folio 108 v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Folio 89 v</td>
<td>Folio 68 v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Proportional detection method and analysis

Adobe Illustrator software was used to detect any rectangles that appeared in the illustrations and these were then analysed in more detail to find any possible application of the proportional rectangle. Following this analysis, based on each scene represented in both manuscripts, the section for analysis as illustrated in the figures below, was set to represent the selected illustrations with the detected proportional rectangles. For each figure, the manuscript name and the folio number are given in the caption, and the main detection results for geometrical proportions are also given.
3.3.1 Scene 1: proportional detection
Main result for Scene 1: Four Golden Section rectangles were detected in both Figs 3 and 4.

![Image of Figure 3: Proportional detection, Arabe 3465, Folio 116 v.](image1)

![Image of Figure 4: Proportional detection, Arabe 3470, Folio 94 r.](image2)

3.3.2 Scene 2: proportional detection
Main result for Scene 2: One Golden Section was detected in each of Figs 5 and 6.

![Image of Figure 5: Proportional detection, Arabe 3465, Folio 121 r.](image3)

![Image of Figure 6: Proportional detection, Arabe 3470, Folio 98 v.](image4)
3.3.3 Scene 3: proportional detection
Main result for Scene 3: One Golden Section was detected in both Figs 7 and 8.

Figure 7: Proportional detection, Arabe 3465, Folio 34 r.
Figure 8: Proportional detection, Arabe 3470, Folio 28 r.

3.3.4 Scene 4: proportional detection
Main result for Scene 4: One Golden Section was detected in Fig. 9 as well as in Fig. 10.

Figure 9: Proportional detection, Arabe 3465, Folio 17 v.
Figure 10: Proportional detection, Arabe 3470, Folio 10 r.
3.3.5 Scene 5: proportional detection
Main result for Scene 5: In Fig. 11, two Golden Sections were detected, while two Golden Sections are detected in Fig. 12.

![Figure 11: Proportional detection, Arabe 3465, Folio 80 v.](image1)

![Figure 12: Proportional detection, Arabe 3470, Folio 53 v.](image2)

3.3.6 Scene 6: proportional detection
Main result for Scene 6: One Golden Section was detected in Fig. 13, while in Fig. 14, two Golden Sections were detected.

![Figure 13: Proportional detection, Arabe 3465, Folio 90 v.](image3)

![Figure 14: Proportional detection, Arabe 3470, Folio 69 v.](image4)
3.3.7 Scene 7: Proportional detection
Main result for Scene 7: In Fig. 15, one Golden Section was detected, while two Golden Sections were detected in Fig. 16.

Figure 15: Proportional detection, Arabe 3465, Folio 130 v.
Figure 16: Proportional detection, Arabe 3470, Folio 108 v.

3.3.8 Scene 8: Proportional detection
Main results for Scene 8: One Golden Section was detected in Fig. 17, and two Golden Sections were detected in Fig. 18.

Figure 17: Proportional detection, Arabe 3465, Folio 89 v.
Figure 18: Proportional detection, Arabe 3470, Folio 68 v.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the analysis revealed that both manuscripts used the same proportions, the Golden Section rectangle, in the same scenes but that these were applied in different ways; for example, the proportion might be repeated in different ways, such as being repeated four times in the illustration for one manuscript and twice in the other.
4.1 Proportional detection results

For the Kalila and Demna manuscript Arabe 3465, in each case, the rectangle that holds the main illustrated scene or the most illustrations is structured based on either one Golden Section, two Golden Sections, or four Golden Section, with one illustration using four Golden Section rectangles; one illustration being based on two Golden Sections; and six illustrations being based on one Golden Section.

For the Kalila and Demna manuscript Arabe 3470, the main rectangle that holds the main illustrated scene or the most illustrations in each case is also structured based on either one Golden Section, two Golden Sections, or four Golden Sections, with one illustration being based on four Golden Section rectangles; four illustrations being based on two Golden Sections; and three illustrations being based on one Golden Section.

In both these manuscripts, the Golden Section was detected and applied within the same scenes, though this was applied differently in each manuscript. For the first matching scene, both illustrations have four Golden Section rectangles in the same location in the scene, as seen in Figs 3 and 4, while in the second matching scene, a Golden Section rectangle was detected in the same location in both manuscripts, as seen in Figs 5 and 6. In the third scene, a Golden Section was detected in the same location in both manuscripts but applied in a different way; in the Arabe 3465 manuscript, the Golden Section was applied vertically, as seen in Fig. 7, while in the Arabe 3470 manuscript, the Golden Section was applied horizontally, as seen in Fig. 8; a similar result was found in Scene 4, as seen in Figs 9 and 10.

However, in Scene 5, two Golden Section rectangles were detected in the same location in both the illustrations, as seen in Figs 11 and 12, while Scenes 6 and 8 have the Golden Section applied in the same way, although the Golden Section rectangle is applied vertically in manuscript Arabe 3465 and horizontally in manuscript Arabe 3470, as seen in Figs 13 and 14 for Scene 6, and Figs 17 and 18 for Scene 8. Scenes 6 and 8 use two Golden Section rectangles while Scene 7 is structured as a single rectangle, as seen in Figs 15 and 16.

4.2 Discussion

This discussion is divided into four sections to further explore the geometrical analysis results and conclusions and to clarify the connections between the use of proportional rectangles and book craft in Islamic civilisation and the tools of design utilised to set those proportions.

1. Geometrical proportions in illustrations. The use of geometrical proportions in Islamic civilisations is widely recognised, including in the writings of Islamic philosophy scholars such as al-Kindi [14] and Greek philosophers including Euclid [15]. However, the use of these proportions has not been widely considered in the historical study of Islamic books, particularly with regard to illustrations. This paper sought to fill this gap by identifying and analysing the use of proportional rectangles in illustrations, the results of which suggest that the use of proportional rectangles was not only applied to Islamic architecture but also Islamic manuscripts and potentially to other crafts such as clothing and furniture in various Islamic civilisations. Moreover, it is highly possible that the use of new proportions was clearly understood within the book crafting communities of Islamic civilisations, as this paper found that two Golden Sections were structured within one rectangle, a pattern used in both manuscripts (Figs 11 and 12).

2. The proportional structure patterns in both Kalila and Demna manuscripts. Islamic patterns are prevalent in Islamic civilisations as a particular style of Islamic
ornamentation, where pattern refers to shapes or forms repeated to create a particular and regular visual rhythm. Based on the analysis result, the proportional structures in these manuscripts resembled the use seen in particular areas in Arabe 3465 and in Arabe 3470, creating a new feature of pattern use. However, in this case, the pattern was used as way to structure the illustrations, thus making them more functional compared to the Islamic patterns used in architecture and Islamic manuscripts for decoration reasons. Further analysis suggested that the structure of these illustrations used the proportional rectangle to support patterns in both of the manuscripts. The proportional structure was used most particularly in key areas, as seen in Figs 5 and 6. Moreover, this finding was supported by the use of proportional structure as pattern both within and between illustrations made at different times.

3. Geometrical tools used in illustrations. As the same specific proportions were used in both the Arabe 3465 and Arabe 3470 manuscripts, this indicates that a particular tool was used to structure these proportions. Many types of geometrical tools, including rulers and measuring tools, were known in Islamic civilisations, and these were especially prominent in Islamic book craft. Deroche noticed, for example, that a physical ruler shaped like the Roman letter T, called the Mastara, was used as a page layout support, partitioning the page into columns in a manner useful for displaying lines of poetry in manuscripts. Units of measurement as well as proportions and justification as supplied by measuring tools have not previously been studied in relation to Arabic manuscripts; however, the results of this study suggest that certain key geometrical proportion tools were used in the Medieval ages in Europe and Middle East to structure the proportional rectangles used in illustrations (see Fig. 19). In addition to the Mastara, it is likely that tools such as compasses and rulers were used (see Fig. 20).

4. The craft of illustration. In this geometrical analysis, the application methods and the procedures of book craft in Islamic civilisation were examined through investigation of illustrations. As well as copying scenes, the illustration craft in Islamic civilisations used the geometrical proportions, both within the same manuscript and across different manuscripts to portray various ideas. It is possible that manuscript Arabe 3470 was copied from Arabe 3465, yet the case study revealed that Arabe 3465 has a different physical page size (280 mm x 215 mm) compared with Arabe 3470, which is 300 x 210 mm, yet the illustrators used the same application of the proportional rectangle across many pages, as seen in Figs 13 and 14 and in other folios. Although this paper found that the application differed, nonetheless, both manuscripts used the same proportional rectangle. This use of geometrical proportions indicates that there was awareness among illustrators that geometry could be used in book craft illustrations to satisfy the need for structure. As with the Arabic writings used in the same folio, this was intended to promote structure, rather than being required for religious symbolism.

In addition to the tools, technique, and materials, Islamic codicology requires examination of the proportional rectangle used in illustrations to provide more information about the structuralism of book craft; this also reveals more about the earliest manuscript sources and their influences on later manuscripts with the same topic.

5 CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that the proportional rectangle was widely used in Islamic illustration based on the case study in this paper, which features two manuscripts from different locations and periods that focus on the same topic. The geometrical proportion analysis in this case study showed
the use of a Golden Section rectangle in both manuscripts to support pattern structure, and this exact use of geometrical proportion also indicates the application of geometry in book crafting methods and techniques at those times.

The geometrical tools required to create proportional rectangles were known in medieval times, and it is highly likely that illustrators in these different periods used similar tools to set the Golden Sections of their illustrations. The tools and techniques used in such manuscripts can be studied using codicology; further research into Islamic codicology could thus be used to gather more information about illustrations, as distinct from Islamic manuscript studies.
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